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design improvements and material
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454 MOULDER
principal features
* Sturdy compact design
* Occupies a floor space of

6'8"x4'9'

* Feed speeds are infinitely variable
between 0 and 100 ft./min.

* Drive to feed is through a hydraulic
unit enabling inching or instan-
taneous stopping

* All cutter spindles arc 1tl' diameter
to accommodate square or circular
collet mounted cutterblocks
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454 MOULDER
spec¡f ¡cation

Sequence of Cutterheads :

Bottom head, top head, fence side and
adjustable side. The machine has been
designed for an extra bottom or
beading head to be fitted if necessary.

Structure:
The end column supports the top and
bottom heads and also forms a housing
for the feed rolls, the feed drive
mechanism and the electrical controls.
The bed plate carries the feed drive
unils and supports the end column on
the foundation. Two side frames sup-
port the side heads and enclose these
together with the bottom head. The
work support tables and side fence are
also located on these frames. One end
of each side frame is bolted to the end
column while the remaining ends are
spaced and bolted to the end frame
which can be removed to gain access
to the side heads.

Tables:
Vertically adjustable tables, supported
by the side frames are positioned to
support the workpiece as it passes
under the top head and also as it leaves
the side head.

Feed Gear:
Two sets of nip rollers feed material
through the machine, the upper roller
of each set be¡ng serrated to ensure
good traction. The upper rollers are
equipped with adjustable spring loading
and are vertically adjustable by a single
handwheel located at the front of the
machine. All feed rollers are carried on
anti-fr¡ction roller bearings. The feed
roller assembly is housed within the end
column and is set at a slight angle to
ensure work is forced to the fence s¡de
of the machine.

Horizontal Cutterheads :

These are identical and each consists of
a cast head block formed to shroud the
cutterblock and provide a passage
leading to the extraction system. One
side of the head block is formed into a

housing which contains two of the
spindle bearings while the third and
outward bearing is carried in a remov-
able housing clamped to a machined
face on the block. Fan cooled rotor and
stator units, 1 0 hp for top and 7å hp for
bottom heads, are contained in the
block and transmit power to the cutter-
block spindles. Spindle speed is 4500
rev/min. Each head is adjusted verti-
cally by a square thread screw and the
nut in which this screw engages incor-
porates a backlash eliminator. Machine
pads on the head blocks serve to locate
and supþort the truing device. All
spindles are 1tt" diameter suitable for
carrying square, or circular, collet
mounted cutterblocks and each spindle
¡s cut with two directly opposed key-
ways. to enable solid profile cutters 1o
be employed. The minimum and maxi-
mum periphery of cutterblocks on the
top and bottom heads is 6f," and 9f,"
respectively.

Vertical Cutterheads:
A cast housing encloses the bearings in
which each vertical spindle is carried.
The machined facings on the side of
this casting, remote from the slide,
serves to carry the 5 hp motor which
drives the spindle at 4500 revlmin by
means of a tim¡ng belt drive. Horizontal
adjustment is available on both side
heads. The minimum or maximum
periphery of the square lip or circular,
tapered, collet mounted cutterblocks is
6å" and 8t" respectively.

Pressures:
Complete control of the timber ¡s en-
sured by a lead-in side pressure before
the feed rollers together w¡th adjustable
front side pressures fitted between the
top feed rolls and top head. Adjustable
spring loaded pad pressures are fitted
over the bottom head and behind the
top head. A full length fence controls
the movement of timber from the feed-
in table to the side head.

Electrical Controls:
Standard switchgear is mounted ¡n a

dust-tight cubicle in the column, the
pushbutton station with individual
control of cutterhead and feed gear is
also located in the column, bringing the
electrical controls close to the operator's
working position. The stator and rotor
un¡t driving the top and bottom heads is
controlled by an automatic Star Delta
contactor while the motors to the side
heads and feed are each controlled by
direct-on-line contactors. All con-
tactors are f itted wiih no-volt and
three adjustable thermal overload re-
leases. The machine is complete with
all internal wiring requiring only con-
nection to customers' mains.

Exhaust:
Two exhaust points serve to withdraw
waste from the machine. One is situated
directly above the top head and the
second is positioned at a low level to
the rear of the machine. This latter
point evacuates the chips from the
bottom head and both sideheads.

Technical Data:
Maxamum size of wood finished
12" x 4" 300 x 100 mm
M¡n¡mum width of wood finished
?t 19 mm
Minimum length
12" 300 mm
Feed rolls-diameter
5" 125 mm
Standard feed speeds
!nfinitely variable 0-100 ftlmin
Cutter spindles-diameter
1uE' 46 mm
Speed of all cutterheads

4500 revlmin
Motors:
top head
bottom head
side head-each
Feed motor
Nett weight
8,176 ¡b

10 hp
7!" hP
5hp
5hp

3,708 ks

SPC FINISHING SANDER
specif ication

Main Frame:
Fabricated from mild steel plate, the
base frame supports the table and also
incorporates the cabinet containing
electrical starting equipment. The frame
is extended to the rear of the machine 1o

provide a horizontal slide for the
column, which carries the lop surface
sanding head.
The machine relies entirely on the feed
mechanism of a planing and moulding
machine to transport the stock past the
sanding heads and it is therefore
necessary to bolt the machine securely
to a foundation or to the machine with
which it is working.

Sanding Unit:
The top surface sanding head is carried
on a fabricated beam cantilevered from
the column which is bolted to a.slide
on the base frame. The abrasive belt is
entrained over a tens¡on roll and con-
tact roll, the latter manufactured from a

solid steel bar, and is covered with
rubber of a predetermined durometer
hardness with standard helical serra-
tion. Both rolls are carried on sealed-
for-life bearings. Two tracking rollers
are employed to control the abrasive
belt. The bearing housings for the con-
tact roll are built into machined facings
on the underside of the cant¡lever beam
while those for the lension roll are
carried on a separate beam which is
pivoted at the centre line of the machine
and can be manually set at a slight
angle to the contact roll centre line to
ensure good track¡ng of slightly biased
belts. Belt tension is manually applied
by raising the tension roll and its carrier
beam by means of a lever extending to
the front of the machine. The central
pivot acts as a guide during tensioning.
A 5 hp motor running at 2850 revlmin
drives the contact roll by means of vee
belts and this motor is carried on the
cantilever beam adjacent to the vertical
slide. The abrasive belt speed is 4500
ftlmin. Vertical adjustment of the top
head is canied out by manual operation
of a handwheel situated in a column
and arranged to operate a lifting screw
by bevel gears and a short centre cha¡n
drive.

Pressures:
The following fences and pressures are
fitted to the machine:

Fixed side fence position on the drive
side of the machine
An adjustable side frame with ample
lead in position al the infeed end of
the open side of the machine to guide
stock into contact with the thick side
fence
The top infeed pressures supporled in
vertically adjustable brackets attach-
ed to the table
Horizontally adjustable side pressure
fixed to the table in a position directly
opposite the side sanding head when
fitted

Exhaust:
Each sanding head is provided with an
exhaust hood. A total extract¡on rate of
600 cu ftlm¡n at approximately 3500
ft/min is necessary. The machine can be
equipped with a side sanding head of
similar design but of smaller width
capacity than the top head. The top
sanding head can if necessary be
arranged to enable inclined surfaces to
be sanded.

Technical Data:
Work capacity
12" x 4" 300 x 1O0 mm
Diameter of contact roll
6" 150 mm
Width of abrasive belt
14" 350 mm
@72" 182 cm
Nett we¡ght
3360 lb 1524 ks
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